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Personal data 
 
Giuseppe Saleri, born in Lumezzane on 21 August 1931 
 
Chairman of SABAF S.p.A. 
Chairman of GIUSEPPE SALERI S.a.p.A. 
 
Career history 
 

1943: In October, he sets up a de facto partnership with two acquaintances to polish 
 aluminium cutlery. 
 
1945: Having liquidated the partnership, he sells all the cutlery-polishing equipment, 
 receiving munitions equipment converted for deburring in exchange. With the help 
 and experience of his father, a specialist worker in lathe working, he begins
 subcontracting work. 
 
1947: The company SALERI BATTISTA & FIGLI Snc is registered and begins to produce 
 items for the agricultural sector in addition to subcontracting work. 
 
1949: The subcontracting work is abandoned and all his brothers join the company. The 
 production of items for the agricultural sector is gradually abandoned and the 
 company begins production of sanitary valves. 
 
1950: The company begins production of valves for domestic gas appliances. 
 
1956: Following the Suez Canal crisis, the production of sanitary valves is definitively 
 abandoned in order to specialise in the production of gas valves. 
 
1968: SALERI BATTISTA & FIGLI Snc becomes SABAF S.p.A., in which Giuseppe 
 Saleri is one of the directors. 
 
1972: SABAF completely renews its machinery, adopting cutting-edge technology, and 
 completes the process of specialisation to meet the increasingly specific needs of its 
 core market. 
 
1993: Following a competitive tender process, together with a nephew, he acquires 100% of 
 SABAF. 
 
1998: He decides to list SABAF S.p.A. on the Italian Stock Exchange, with 46% of the 
 share capital going to the market and employees. 
 
2000: SABAF, reflecting the values that have always inspired the decisions of its chairman 
 Giuseppe Saleri, launches a process of social responsibility, initiating an open 
 dialogue with its stakeholders. 
 
2002: SABAF opens its new facility in Ospitaletto, a cutting-edge industrial complex for 
 technology, safety and environmental sustainability. 



Today, the Sabaf Group has 600 employees, making it one of the biggest manufacturing 
companies in the Brescia region and the world’s leading producer of components for gas 
cooking appliances. 
 
Ospitaletto, 12 April 2012. 
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